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• Background
• Technology Readiness Level and the AO
• Common TRL Major Weaknesses

• The TRL of the system (WBS Level 3) is either not provided or is inadequately supported.
• The Plan to establish TRL 6 at the system level is inadequate.
• Significant number of elements require technology maturation
• Software development is not addresses and only hardware is considered in the TRL 

assessment
• Heritage is Claimed to elements designed and built by other institutions not included on 

the proposing team.
• Statement that institutional evaluation establishes TRL 6 without explanation. 

• Expected Compliance with AO
• TRL assessment is performed at the systems level (WBS Level 3)
• Technology maturation plan is defined and resources are scoped

• Backup Slides
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Technology Readiness Level and the AO

• TRL levels and criteria are defined in NPR 7123.1b 
Appendix E and the NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook SP-2016-6105 Rev2

• The SALMON-3 AO and the SIMPLEx PEA are derived 
from and are consistent with these definitions

• TMC evaluation is consistent with the relevant AO and 
these definitions
• Per the AO, TRL is assessed at the “System Level” defined as the 

WBS Level 3 i.e., Individual Instrument and Spacecraft Subsystem 
level

• Weaknesses are assessed if the requirements of the AO are not 
met
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Common TRL Major Weaknesses 1
• The TRL of the system (WBS Level 3) is either not provided or is inadequately supported. The 

rationale for establishing TRL 6 is not provided. For example, 
• Only component level TRL assessment is performed and component TRL is either explicitly 

equated with System Level TRL or System Level TRL assessment is omitted. No rationale is 
provided why component level establishes the system level TRL

• The current state of integration and/or the complexity of integrating new components is not addressed. 
• TRL 6 elements are used in a new way that lowers the TRL which is not accounted for in the rationale 
• Integration of lower TRL level components into a new or existing design is not addressed. 

• TRL of the systems cannot be higher than lowest component TRL. Integration complexity can 
lower the System Level TRL below that of the lowest component.

• Component TRL is inadequately supported. For example,
• The assumed relevant environment is not explicitly stated or is incorrectly stated
• The relevant environment is stated too broadly or the TRL assessment does not adequately take into 

account the as-proposed mission unique design configuration or environment, which changes the 
heritage TRL values.

• Claimed testing to establish TRL 6 is inadequately described.
• Test results are not shown demonstrating performance agreement with analytical predictions even 

though testing is claimed
• Test configuration is inadequately described to establish that the unit tested meets the definition of 

prototype and is sufficiently similar to the proposed unit
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Common TRL Major Weaknesses 2
• The plan to establish TRL 6 at the system level is inadequate and doesn’t meet the AO 

requirements. For example,
• The plan only addresses maturation of individual components. Integration into the system is not 

planned and the rationale for omitting an integrated test is not provided. 
• Testing described doesn’t include sufficient parameters to demonstrate adequate performance 

for the mission. Scaling is not adequately justified.
• Description of the intended test setup and/or included hardware/software for the testing is not 

provided. 
• Differing definitions of development units e.g., breadboard, brassboard, prototype, engineering 

model leads to uncertainty if the test unit is insufficiently described
• Descriptions should be provided consistent with NPR 7123.1b

• TRL 6 exit criteria is not provided i.e., what performance is sufficient
• The “relevant” environment isn’t defined. Environmental testing is inadequately described and 

isn’t linked to the mission environments. 
• No estimate of the resources (staffing, cost, and schedule) required to complete the technology 

development is provided 
• Or, the resources described are assessed as insufficient and the proposal lacks justification
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Common TRL Major Weaknesses 3
• Significant number of elements require technology maturation. The AO specifies "Proposals 

with a limited number of less mature technologies and/or advanced engineering developments 
when proposed are permitted”
• Too many elements requiring technology maturation spread the team too thin and can’t be 

accomplished within limited time and budget prior to PDR.
• The technology maturation plan doesn’t demonstrate how the multiple elements will be managed, 

staffed, and funded within limited resources

• Software development is not addressed and only hardware is considered in the TRL 
assessment
• NPR 7123.1b includes both hardware and software TRL definitions
• New and/or unique approaches that are implemented in software must also be demonstrated to 

TRL 6

• Heritage is claimed to elements designed and built by other institutions not included on the 
proposing team. 
• Recreating someone else’s design lowers the TRL for this application
• Since the design will not be the same, heritage to external elements only demonstrates that such 

technology is feasible but not that this design is at TRL 6

• Statements that institutional evaluation establishes TRL 6 without further explanation
• The supporting rationale and assessment criteria are not provided. The basis for the institutional 

evaluation is not provided.
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Expected Compliance with AO
• TRL assessment is performed at the system level (WBS Level 3, individual 

instrument or spacecraft subsystem)
• Component TRLs are provided and substantiated
• Rationale for combining component TRLs, including integration complexity, to establish System 

TRL is provided
• Relevant environment(s) is clearly established and reflects proposed mission. Planned testing 

and/or analysis sufficiently represents the environment.

• Technology maturation plan is defined and resources are scoped. 
• The plan clearly defines the approach including scaling, performance, analysis, and testing. 

Test configurations, testing to be performed, and success criteria are described.
• Analysis tools are defined. Integration of analysis and test are described.
• Resources are clearly identified and quantified with detailed schedule and cost provided. 

Durations are supported≈
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BACKUP SLIDES



SALMON-3 AO SIMPLEx PEA

9

• Section 4.6.1
• This Section intends to clarify the requirement for New Technologies and/or Advanced Engineering 

Developments and augments Section 5.3.5 of the SALMON-3 AO.This PEA solicits SCMs for flight 
science investigations, not technology or advanced engineering development projects. 

• It is expected that new technologies may be required to accomplish planetary science missions proposed 
under this PEA. Proposals must justify how the proposed technology will contribute to mission success. 

• For technologies and subsystems that do not have flight heritage, the proposal must include a reference to 
the details and the results of testing and/or analysis that demonstrate performance in a relevant 
environment under conditions that simulate all known significant failure modes of the technology to 
demonstrate technical maturity of TRL 6. If a combination of this testing and analysis is proposed to be 
accomplished in Phase A/B, then a reference must be included describing what testing/analysis is planned 
or has been completed at the time of proposal submission to demonstrate a plan for maturing these 
systems to TRL 6 by PDR. A summary of the test/analysis should be included in the body of the proposal. 
This is consistent with Requirement B.46 in the SALMON-3 AO. Proposals must include a limited life item 
list and for those items show plans for how they can meet 1.5 times the worst-case expected operating life 
of the proposed mission. 

• For technologies and subsystems that do have flight heritage, claims of heritage must be supported by a 
description of the similarities in design and flight environments between the heritage and the proposed 
mission. This must be summarized in the body of the proposal, and more fully described in a non-page-
limited appendix. This is consistent with Requirement B-80 and B-81 in the SALMON-3 AO. 

• Requirement PEA-tbd-8. The proposal must include a reference to the details and the results of testing 
and/or analysis that demonstrate performance in a relevant environment under conditions that simulate all 
known significant failure modes of the technology to demonstrate technical maturity of TRL 6, and/or a 
description of the similarities in design and flight environments between the heritage and the proposed 
mission. Proposals must include a limited life item list and for those items show plans for how they can 
meet 1.5 times the worst-case expected operating life of the proposed mission. 



SALMON-3
• Section 5.3.5

• The PEA may specify that it solicits science or exploration investigations, not technology or advanced 
engineering development projects. Proposed science or exploration investigations are generally expected 
to have mature technologies, with systems at a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 6 or higher when 
proposed. For the purpose of TRL assessment, systems are defined as level 3 WBS payload 
developments (i.e., individual instruments) and level 3 WBS spacecraft elements (e.g., electrical power 
system); see Figure 3-7 of the NASA WBS Handbook, NASA/SP- 2010-3404, which can be found in the 
applicable PEA-specific Library. TRLs are defined in NPR 7123.1B NASA Systems Engineering 
Processes and Requirements, Appendix E, which can be found in the applicable PEA-specific Library as 
well. 

• Proposals with a limited number of less mature technologies and/or advanced engineering developments 
when proposed are permitted as long as they contain a plan for maturing these systems to TRL 6 (see 
NASA/SP-2007-6105 Rev 1, NASA Systems Engineering Handbook) by no later than Preliminary Design 
Review (PDR) and adequate backup plans that will provide mitigation in the event that the systems 
cannot be matured as planned. The TRL state of systems will be validated by an independent team at 
PDR. 

• Requirement 35. Unless otherwise specified in the applicable PEA, proposals that use systems currently at 
less than TRL 6 when proposed shall include a plan for system maturation to TRL 6 by no later than PDR 
and a backup plan in the event that the proposed system cannot be matured as planned. 

• Requirement B-19. This section shall describe the instrumentation and the rationale for its selection. It shall 
identify the individual instruments and instrument systems, instrument subsystems, instrument components, 
and sample collection and preservation systems as applicable, including their characteristics and 
requirements, and indicate items that are proposed for development, as well as any existing instrumentation 
or design/flight heritage. It shall provide a clear understanding of how the concept will provide the required 
data, show how it can be accommodated by the spacecraft, demonstrate that instruments have the 
necessary unobstructed fields-of-view over the measurement period required, describe the technology 
readiness levels and the approach to bring each instrument to Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 6 (or TRL 
5 as applicable for NASA STMD calls) by Preliminary Design Review (PDR). If no development plan is 
needed, the reasons for this shall be explicitly stated and the rationale shall be described. 
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SALMON-3 AO SIMPLEx PEA

• Section 6.1
• Feasibility of the Investigation, Implementation, 

including Cost Risk, Factors C-1 and C-3 are 
amended to incorporate guidance on technical risk 
described in Sections 2.4.1 and 4.6.1 including 
ground tests and analysis that have been completed 
or are planned for Phase A/B in the assessment of 
the technical maturity to TRL 6.  They are also 
amended to not require or assess the adequacy of 
backup plans to ensure success of the investigation 
when systems having a TRL less than 6 are 
proposed. 
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SALMON-3
• Requirement B-31. This section shall describe any proposed new technologies and/or advanced engineering developments 

and the approaches that will be taken to reduce associated risks. Descriptions shall address, at a minimum, the following 
topics: 

• Identification and justification of the TRL for each proposed system (level 3 WBS payload 
developments and level 3 WBS spacecraft elements if proposed) incorporating new technology and/or advanced 
engineering development at the time the proposal is submitted (for TRL definitions, see NPR 7123.1B, NASA Systems 
Engineering Processes and Requirements, Appendix E, in the PEA-specific Library); 

• Rationale for combining the TRL values of components and subsystems to derive each full system TRL as proposed, 
appropriately considering TRL states of integration (see NASA/SP- 2007-6105 Rev 1, NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook); 

• Rationale for the stated TRL value of an element that is an adaptation of an existing element of known TRL; 

• The approach for maturing each of the proposed systems to a minimum of TRL 6 (or TRL 5) by PDR: 

• Demonstration (testing) in a relevant environment can be accomplished at the system level or at lower level(s); 

• If applicable, justify what demonstration(s) in a relevant environment at lower level(s) (subsystem and/or 
subsystem-to-subsystem) would be sufficient to meet system level TRL 6 (or TRL 5), considering (i) where any 
new technology is to be inserted, (ii) the magnitude of engineering development to integrate elements, (iii) any 
inherent interdependencies between elements (e.g., critical alignments), and/or (iv) the complexity of interfaces –
see the PEA-specific Library for examples; 

• Include discussion of simulations, prototyping, demonstration in a relevant environment, life testing, etc., as 
appropriate; 

• An estimate of the resources (staffing, cost, and schedule) required to complete the technology and/or advanced 
engineering development; and 

• Approaches to fallbacks/alternatives that exist and are planned, a description of the cost, decision date(s) for 
fallbacks/alternatives, relevant development schedules, and performance liens they impose on the baseline design, 
and the decision milestones for their implementation.

If no new technologies or advanced engineering development is required, system TRL 6 (or TRL 5) or above at the time of 
proposal submission shall be clearly demonstrated.
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SALMON-3
• Requirement B-46. This section shall describe any proposed new technologies and/or advanced engineering developments 

and the approaches that will be taken to reduce associated risks. Descriptions shall address, at a minimum, the following 
topics: 
• Identification and justification of the TRL for each proposed system (level 3 WBS payload 

developments and level 3 WBS spacecraft elements) incorporating new technology and/or advanced engineering 
development at the time the proposal is submitted (for TRL definitions, see NPR 7123.1B, NASA Systems Engineering 
Processes and Requirements, Appendix E, in the PEA-specific Library); 

• Rationale for combining the TRL values of components and subsystems to derive each full system TRL as proposed, 
appropriately considering TRL states of integration (see NASA/SP- 2007-6105 Rev 1, NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook); 

• Rationale for the stated TRL value of an element that is an adaptation of an existing element of known TRL;
• The approach for maturing each of the proposed systems to a minimum of TRL-6 (or TRL-5) by PDR: 

• Demonstration (testing) in a relevant environment can be accomplished at the system level or at lower level(s); 
• If applicable, justify what demonstration(s) in a relevant environment at lower level(s) (subsystem and/or subsystem-to-

subsystem) would be sufficient to meet system level TRL-6 (or TRL-5), considering (i) where any new technology is to be 
inserted, (ii) the magnitude of engineering development to integrate elements, (iii) any inherent interdependencies 
between elements (e.g., critical alignments), and/or (iv) the complexity of interfaces – see the PEA-specific Library for 
examples; 

• Include discussion of simulations, prototyping, demonstration in a relevant environment, life testing, etc., as appropriate; 
• An estimate of the resources (staffing, cost, and schedule) required to complete the technology and/or advanced 

engineering development; and 
• Approaches to fallbacks/alternatives that exist and are planned, a description of the cost, decision date(s) for 

fallbacks/alternatives, relevant development schedules, and performance liens they impose on the baseline design, and the 
decision milestones for their implementation. 

If no new technologies or advanced engineering development is required, system TRL-6 (or TRL-5) or above at the time of 
proposal submission shall be clearly demonstrated
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NPR 7123.1B Appendix E
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Excerpts from NPR 7123.1B
• TRL definitions were last updated in this document in March 

2014
• 5.1.6 Accurate assessment of technology maturity is critical to 

technology advancement and its subsequent incorporation 
into operational products. The program/project ensures that 
Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) and/or other measures 
of technology maturity are used to assess maturity throughout 
the life cycle of the project. When other measures of 
technology maturity are used, they should be mapped back to 
TRLs. The definition of the TRLs for hardware and software 
are defined in Appendix E. Moving to higher levels of maturity 
requires an assessment of a range of capabilities for design, 
analysis, manufacture, and test. 
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Appendix E: TRL
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Excerpts from NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook (SP-2016-6105 Rev2)

• In 2014, the HQ Office of Chief Engineer and Office of Chief Technologist conducted 
an Agency wide study on Technical Readiness Level (TRL) usage and Technology 
Readiness Assessment (TRA) implementation. Numerous findings, observations, 
and recommendations were identified, as was a wealth of new guidance, best 
practices, and clarifications on how to interpret TRL and perform TRAs. 

• …that a dominant factor in the degree of uncertainty is the lack of understanding of 
the maturity of the technology required to bring the project to fruition and a 
concomitant lack of understanding of the cost and schedule reserves required to 
advance the technology from its present state to a point where it can be qualified and 
successfully infused with a high degree of confidence. 

• Establishing the TRL is a vital first step on the way to a successful program. 
• If the architecture and the environment have changed, then the TRL drops to TRL 

5—at least initially. Additional testing may need to be done for heritage systems for 
the new use or new environment. If in subsequent analysis the new environment is 
sufficiently close to the old environment or the new architecture sufficiently close to 
the old architecture, then the resulting evaluation could be TRL 6 or 7,..
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Note that the level is 
not just the TRL of the 
lowest component 
but also the 
integration 

Excerpts from NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook (SP-2016-6105 Rev2)



• Note that the issue of integration affects the 
TRL of every system, subsystem, and 
component. All of the elements can be at a 
higher TRL, but if they have never been 
integrated as a unit, the TRL will be lower for 
the unit. How much lower depends on the 
complexity of the integration. The assessed 
complexity depends upon the combined 
judgment of the engineers. 
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Excerpts from NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook (SP-2016-6105 Rev2)
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Excerpts from NASA Systems Engineering 
Handbook (SP-2016-6105 Rev2)


